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Dear Chris & Ping,
Our China Highlights plus Yangtze River Cruise in March was a trip of a lifetime. Our
participants on this trip told me that this was so much more then they could have ever
imagined. Fifteen of the travelers had never been to China before so each day brought them
new wonders to see.

would credit Chris for making this trip so successful. Every day was well planned and thought
out. Any issues that arose were handled discreetly and efficiently. As tour directors we know
that problems arise that are out of our control, it is the way they are handled that makes all the
difference. This is how you can tellthe true professionals and lwill gladly place myself and my
group in Chris or Ping's hand any day.
I

Chris and Ping arranged for the most friendly and informative guides in each of our cities. We
learned so much from each of them and they gave us such a thorough understanding of the

cities and culture that we visited.
The hotels were outstanding and luggage handling was so effortless that it made it easy for
everyone to just enjoy themselves and not worry about their bags. The flights in China made it
possible to reach our destinations without a long day of bus travel; so nice! Add excellent food,
great attractions and extras like a rickshaw ride and a home hosted lunch with a very
interesting family and I would say it was a wonderful experience in every way.

would highly recommend China Plus to show you China through their perspective. Thank you
Chris for taking such good care of us and making many people's dreams come true.
I

With Much Appreciation,

PattiManville
Summit 55 Club
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